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PER CENT OP 'l'O'l'AL aoNS Rm't1RNED 

~ fol/l.l-48 S-58 M/572 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
18.&;; 34.~ 3.7~ ll.4% 12.9" s.~ 

30.9 23.5 6.as; 6.9 8.4 10,l 6.l 

27.3 l.6.9 16.9 9.8 5.6 8.4 4.6 4.~ 

This tabulation still shows the M/740 one dit the leaders 
1n guns NtW"ned each year, With the M(U-18 and s-sa 
following close to 1t. 

Even more correctly, one should analyze guns returned 
as percentage of total cWINlative shii:ments. This 
would snow the trend or reliability, For ezample, 
see Chart #31 on the M/ll-48. Oun returns percentage 
rose sharply 1n 1950 and 1951.. then leveled off tor 
the next three yea~,, indicating a leveling of quality 
at 3.~. :But 1n l~. when the .410 gauge was 1ntro
ducec1, tll1s percentage rate started to rise again and 
appears to be leveli?lg oft at about 4.~. It this curve 
sho1:1ed a d~·mward trend 1 it wo\Ud 1nclioate improvements 
were being made 1D reliability. But this, too, is not 
completely accurate because Binee the r1gures aJ"e on an 
accumulative baeia, var1ations 1n qua11Cy 1n a high 
production year, even several years back, wau.ld IUatort 
the yearly J:!~ctur~ •. 

The best way to get a picture of trends or reliab1l.1ty 
is to analyze each production year 1s cUllllllative returns 
to date as a percentage of that year's total production. 
For example, see Charts #32 and 33. Each succeeding 
year, Id.th the eJCception or 1954 and 1956, has shown 
an improvement in guns returned f'or repairs and a 
lower ultimate leveling out point for total percentage 
of gurm likely to be returned. Thi.s type of analysis 
1s kept by the llion Quality Control Group continuously, 
A rertew of these data tor the M/ll-48 shows 1n tabular 
rorm, fol.lowing. what has been accomplished by the plant 
1n improvement 1n quality and customer reliability since 
1t was introduced, with an estimate of the percentage 
of guns for each year that may ultimately be returned. 
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